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Final Conclusions
Because of the content involved, please allow this author to present the conclusions of this
article before any in-depth analysis begins. So doing is to show where this author is heading to. A
reader’s independent view is always fully respected by this author.

(1) Hubble’s phenomenon is conveniently summed up in the science world as Hubble’s Law
with equation 𝑣 = 𝐻0 𝐷 , where 𝑣 is the recessional speed of a celestial object, usually a
galaxy, 𝐷 is the distance between an observer and the recessing object, and 𝐻0 is the so
called Hubble’s constant. However, while 𝐻0 is so assumed as a constant, the science
world so far has not been able to present it as a truly invariant mathematical quantity.
Obviously, if the above equation is valid, then, it is 𝑣 , not 𝐻0 , that keeps constant for the
recessing object along its ever increasing journey, which is measured with 𝐷 . If 𝐻0 must
keep changing, how should we explain the linear relationship between distance 𝐷 and 𝑣
when such a relationship can be so intuitively established in our observation? In other
words, while Hubble’s phenomenon is essentially genuine in our observation, the equation
employed for its mathematical expression must have deviated from the genuineness
allowed by nature. Must a mathematical linear relationship be only expressed in a simple
form like 𝑣 = 𝐻0 𝐷 ? “No” is the conclusion from this article as we explore into the true
nature on what force could have resulted in the ever increasing speed of the celestial mass
flow.
(2) Work relying on genuine physical analysis leads us to have one set of mathematical
expression showing a straight line relationship between recessional speed of heavenly
bodies and their distance with respect to certain point in space. This mathematical
expression set is listed below:
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while n , representing distance, can be any

positive integer, from 1 to infinity. It is the value of 𝑣𝑐 embedded in these two equations
that enables them to show how nature works out for the linear relationship between speed
and distance to be established. Speed 𝑣𝑐 herein involved is obtained according to 𝐸 =
1
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𝑚𝑣𝑐2 , where E is the energy released per unit mass m that takes part in a hydrogen fusion

reaction. Obviously, 𝑣𝑐 is the spine in the above two equations. It is so not only because
each equation must have it but also because each 𝑣(𝑛, 𝑜) can be determined only after 𝑣𝑖 =
𝑣[(𝑛−1, 0] at a distance (𝑛 − 1) prior to n has been determined, where 𝑣[(𝑛−1), 0] is
obtained according to the above two equations but with value of (𝑛 − 1) .
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The linear relationship between 𝑛 (equivalent to 𝐷) and 𝑣 in the above equation
is not proven via mathematical procedure but shown by computer charting. A computer
diagram charted according to the above equations shows a straight line of increasing speed
𝑣(𝑛, 𝑜) vs distance n, which is represented by the ordinate in the diagram while speed is
represented by the abscissa. Distance n can carry any length unit, such as kilometer, light
year, parsec, kilo parsec, and the straightness of the resulted line universally holds. In the
computer charting, 𝑣𝑐 is normalized as unit 1.
The computer charting done by this author according to the above equations is
presented in the following diagram:

(For detailed derivation of the above equations and detailed procedure of computer
charting, please refer to the end of this article.)
(3) Fundamentally, Hubble’s phenomenon is resulted by momentum accumulation, which a

newly born celestial object would inherit from a celestial forerunner that introduced the
birth of this newly born object. What has made the momentum accumulation possible and
inevitable is that the universe is unlimited, and hydrogen had been stocked everywhere in
this boundless universe before the ever first light appeared in the universe. This must lead
us to conclude that the universe is eternal.
To explore how this accumulation of
momentum has started and been processing is the main focus of this article. Generally
speaking, history has made those farther ones from us accumulate more of such momentum
and thus end up more vigorously moving away from us. This further means that the farther
the celestial object is from us, the higher chance it would have to be younger.
(4) The same mechanism causing the redshift movement of the utmost population of celestial
objects has also caused the blue-shift movement of a few heavenly bodies here and there.
While the proportion between the redshift and blue-shift is very contrasting, the blue-shift
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movement is inevitable if the red-shift movement must come to exist. The ratio between
objects of blue-shift movement and objects of redshift movement must further and further
reduced in the future.
(5) The cosmic background noise of the universe is also an inevitable by-product out of the
same mechanism that results in the Hubble phenomenon. This noise has to gradually fade
as time progresses, but the fading is bound by a lower limit.
(6) The existence of Hubble’s phenomenon is a manifestation of the infinitely large universe
that it has been consisting of two parts, one visible part, and one invisible part. It is the
visible part that has been endlessly invading, or eroding, the invisible but infinitely large
part. However, no matter how aggressively the visible part invades, it is permanently
enwrapped within by the invisible part. The invasion to the invisible part is propagating
with ever escalating pace and in a manner of spherically radiating outward in relation to
some point inside the visible part. This “sphere” has no solid but only extremely fuzzy
“edge”. This is because the entire sphere is not a solid ball but a loose gathering of
numerous luminous bodies, which could be remotely distanced from each other. While
some individual body of them nowadays may be traveling at extraordinary speed in
pioneering the invasion, the one immediately trailing behind it may be still several,
thousands, or even millions of light-years away in following. To have a feeling about this
sphere, one must get to the invisible part and locate himself at tremendously large distance,
many times larger than the diameter of the visible part―No human being can ever have
such opportunity, of course.
(7) The invisible part is no way a space of absolute emptiness. Instead, in its infinitely
extensive space, patches of patches of highly explosive substance homogeneously spread
all over but yet in extremely tranquil state. The homogeneous spreading is also
interweaving with unpredictable local irregularity everywhere. Whatever the state the
invisible part is today, it is how the visible part was in the past. In other words, any portion
of the visible part was originally a portion of the invisible part. Any portion of such
invisible part stays tranquil until a virgin patch in it is hit by some invading luminous body
coming from the visible part. Then, an intense explosion is triggered out of the patch―one
more chaotic material conversion and new movement of matter now join the already
magnificent parade in the heavens and further increases the volume of the visible part.
(8) Retrospective derivation of such invasions must lead us to a picture that the visible sphere
in the older time should have occupied a smaller overall volume in space; the more ancient
the time, the smaller the volume. Then, eventually, we must lead ourselves to seek the
answer how the very initial point of the future visible part had been given birth. Again,
this is the answer this article tries to explore and present.
(9) No luminous chunk can last its burning forever without foreign fuel to be added. The
earlier a chunk starts burning, the earlier it will exhaust its burning and meet its inevitable
fate―becoming a dark and cool object. So, following the foot step of the energetic invasion
made by some young burning chunks is the gradual spread of heat death destined with the
older chunks, although at much later time after their initial burning in scale of millions or
5

billions of years. It should be reasonable to conjecture that heat death started at where the
visible part was first given birth then spherically spread out in space.
The following pictures would help to present some idea how the visible part of the universe
has begun and been processing, although they are meant to be more properly presented near the
end of the article.
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1. Basic Observations
Is the universe limited or unlimited in space? Isaac Newton supported the idea of unlimited
space for the universe. So far, no one seems having been able to present material evidence to reject
this idea except to present some hypothetic arguments based on logic. But how sound are these
logics?
According to the article “Crisis in the Cosmos”, by Sam Flamsteed, in the March issue of
Discover magazine of 1995, two new astronomical discoveries must be added to the everexpanding list of cosmological characteristics of the universe:
(A) The age of the universe appears to be younger than some objects at locations closer to us,
such as some of the stars in the Milky Way.
(B) A vast collection of materials looks like moving in a certain direction with an
extraordinary speed. This collection spans at least one billion light-years across in
space. However, no one can possibly assume a “great attractor” as the gravitational power source
in moving these materials.
Before these two “crises” show up, science workers already have the following facts in their
list:
(1) The majority of heavenly objects, moving in groups, are separating from each other.
(2) Heavenly objects are receding from us. The farther away they are from us, the faster they
recede.
(3) Objects with red shift coexist with objects with blue-shift, although the number between
them is of no comparison. In other words, we do find some heavenly material collections
moving toward us, although sparingly.
(4) A large quantity of heavenly objects, such as planets, stars, multiple star systems, galaxies
are spinning while also making translational movements. With respect to any appointed direction
in the universe, the orientation of the axes of their spinning can be as random as one can imagine.
(5) The distribution of materials in space is roughly homogeneous and isotropic. However, the
homogeneous distribution also repeats itself with interruption of layers.
(6) There exists an isotropic background noise, which is of electromagnetic nature.
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2. A Brief Review of Arguments
In history, many people held the view that the stars spread in the heavens roughly the same to
infinity all over in every direction in the universe. Sir Isaac Newton sternly defended this idea. He
argued that the universe was infinite; therefore any heavenly object must receive equal
gravitational force exerted on it by the celestial bodies on both opposite sides of the
universe. This net zero gravitational force thus shackles the heavenly body at certain location.
The unlimited number of these stars hanging in the sky then just suggest to us that the overall
gravitational equilibrium between them in turn enables them to hold each other at where they are.
Not all people agree with Newton. Those disagreeing insisted that Newton’s idea allowed no
heavenly object ever to deviate from its equilibrium position. In their view, any minor disturbance
would sooner or later destroy the gravitational equilibrium between the celestial objects and would
cause them all to fall towards a single point. Besides arguments based on gravity reasoning, some
people also propose arguments against Newton based on other reasons, such as luminosity. For
example, H. Olbers, with his Olbers’ paradox, suggested that an infinite number of glowing objects
(stars) in a limitless universe would result in infinite brightness in the sky. Since no infinite
brightness in the sky is seen, a limitless universe is hard to be accepted.
The Olbers’ paradox has one problem. For Olbers’ paradox to hold, one must assume stars’
luminosity is perpetual, with neither beginning nor ending. However, this is not what we know
about stars. The life of every star has a limited span, and so is its luminosity. When some stars are
radiating with light in the sky, some may already die, or some others are even not yet born. The
limited life span of stars could only have part of the universe be shone at any given time. So, if the
universe is indeed limitless in space, the part containing luminous object must be limited in
comparison. Indeed the fact of dark sky that we see does conversely give us a hint that Newton’s
idea of infinite space has stronger argument than Olbers’ paradox in tackling the infinity of the
universe―Olbers cannot get stars that can forever shine.

3. What if …
Sir Isaac Newton lived in a time that the nature of the stars was hardly known. To people of
his time, the extraordinary amount of energy that can result from nuclear reaction was
unimaginable. Otherwise, those supporting Newton’s view may extend Newton’s arguments with
more reasons, while allowing certain local gravitational equilibrium in Newton’s gravitational
landscape to be destroyed due to the occurrence of some minor disturbance.
(1) Indeed, what if the gravitational defect did happen and some celestial objects did once fall
to a single point? Gravitational disturbance seems so irresistibly omnipresent.
(2) What if, when the falling happened, all those falling materials happened to be of something
containing high internal energy, such as the nuclear fuel that we know of today in the stars?
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4. Part of the Time line
Since all stars have limited life span, retrospection in comparing the life between them must
lead us to believe that there had to be a first ever nuclear reaction to have brought in the very first
star in the universe. Before this star showed up, once upon a time, the entire universe could only
be dominated by absolute darkness. Neither was there apparent movement of anything. Lifeless
as it could be, however, the universe was not devoid of substance, because the first ever star must
require fuel to have been stocked beforehand for its birth. Since no part of the universe can be
preferred for any reason, probability must allow some fuel gathering like what was required for
the first star to have been stocked anywhere and everywhere in the universe; only randomness
could have governed such stocking. However, in so speculating, we must also abide to the
observational fact that the mass density per unit volume for the universe was low, lower than any
vacuum that human could achieve on earth today. With the low density, material gatherings
during those early days could only be distancing from each other across huge space.
In an unlimited space, absolute homogeneity of material distribution is impossible. Therefore,
local defect on the overall gravitational balance between materials must present here and there.
At where defect appeared, material particle could not help to pull each other closer and closer. As
they came closer, they further enhanced the local defect and further skewed the local gravitational
equilibrium; that materials recruit each other is a normal consequence of such skewed equilibrium.
As the defect happened everywhere, the local gradual accumulation of materials also occurred
everywhere in the universe. This grouping of materials was time-consuming. It is especially so if
the mass grouping started from particles as tiny as single atoms that consist of single nucleon.
Being eternal, the universe has no “initial” state. Anyone pursuing the primitive state of the
universe can only start at some epoch when catastrophic abruption introduced itself. Evidence
about the more primitive state before certain abrupt occurrence of the universe must have long
lost, especially after the appearance of the first star. Accompanying with the appearance of each
star is a serious of irreversible but violent reactions, both chemically and physically. Given that
the universe has had a history of billions of years of star showing, no one could reasonably expect
to be able to get access to the evidence so forcefully destroyed by the star formation of a history
so long ago. It is possible that the universe just kept the same primitive state for an infinitely long
time prior to the appearance of the first star. But the pursuit of such state is definitely beyond the
scope of this article and beyond the capability of this author. So, let’s just start with an assumed
state for the universe: lying quietly all the time with all the simplest single atoms (but not yet
molecules at all) “floating” in it, the universe just idly “waited” there forever for some accident to
happen within it. It is only reasonable to expect that the state filled with only single atoms for the
universe is more primitive than a state in which some more complicated molecules have appeared.
That said, neither can anyone decline the existence of an even more primitive state for the universe
before the state of single atoms appeared. But, again, we are only interested in the universe of the
time around the formation of the first star.
If gravitational gathering of mass initiated by local gravitational defect had started from a state
of atoms, calculation would show that the universe had at least 10 billion years for such accretion
to progress before the debut of the first ever star. Countless local defects showed up at countless
locations, with some being more prominent than the other. A material group that has collected
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more materials must further increase its potential to
collect even more materials from its vicinity. There
is no local defect that would limit its gravitational
influence to only its local. Any of them must extend
its influence to infinity although each of them had a
different potential in exerting its influence to the
others. The one with a stronger potential in a bigger
territory would play the role of a predator in a larger
space, attracting the materials from a bigger
distance.
Some single point of gravitational
attraction may not have to have materials sitting in
it. For example, to an equilateral triangle with equal
masses at all its apexes, the single point of
gravitational attraction is at the triangle’s geometric
center, where no mass is found. Of course, this
point’s emptiness can only last for some time. If no
other material chunk in the neighborhood can pull
these three equal masses away from each other, they
would all eventually fall into the center of the
triangle.
During the material grouping caused by gravitational accretion, two critical physical
ingredients, materials and heat energy, gradually accumulated at each grouping at ever
increasing scale as it continuously gains its size. The magnitude of the collisions’ impact on each
growing body was gradually multiplied in three folds:
(1) As a material body grows due to more materials having fallen on it, a comparatively emptier
space around it gradually appeared. (Fig. 1) With the progress of time, this emptier space expands.
(2) Imagine we ever stood on this growing body with a powerful spot light. At any direction we
look with the spot light, we would see a dome remotely enveloping us with a very fuzzy and puffy
spherical “surface”, or “wall”, consisted of patches of patches of clouds of those highly explosive
materials. The distance from us to the dome’s surface is huge. If we can slide out a complete
thin layer of certain thickness from the spherical wall, the material quantity of the entire layer
would be proportional to 4R , where R is the distance between us and the wall of the dome.
Each time after the materials of a thin layer completed its falling onto where we stood, we would
see a newer dome of bigger radius show up at where we just looked before. We could reasonably
expect to receive a bigger quantity of materials whenever a new doom wall of the same thickness
felt as the previous one did.
2

(3) The more materials from a bigger distance (the ever increasing radius of the dome) and the
ever increasing size of the body on which we stood can only mean that the magnitude of each
successive collision gets stronger and stronger as time progresses.
As long as the universe is infinite, the supply of the heavenly materials that could fall and
collide at a single location would never be exhausted. Such single locations are as many as the
12

locations where gravitational defect can be found
in the universe. Each of the growing body of
gravity never stops summoning the neighboring
one, although the size of each of them is different
and so is the gravitational influence from each of
them. Gravitation is a ceaseless laborer in nature.
Material collisions yield heat.
The ever
increasing magnitude of collisions, both in
material quantity and mechanical power, can
only introduce chance for the temperature of the
aggregated materials to increase without bound if
the heat cannot find a timely escape. Because the
materials joining the collision were carriers of
powerful internal energy, the ever increasing
temperature may sooner or later go over a
threshold and ignite the internal energy for a sudden release. Sudden release of energy could only
mean an explosion!
A fluid body getting to unusually large volume can have the explosion triggered in two ways.
Way one: Its unusually large size, larger than all the others, caused an abrupt disturbance on the
gravitational equilibrium in its neighborhood. Materials in the adjacent space were pulled so
rapidly together that the heat so accumulated could not have enough time to escape. The
temperature being so endlessly forced to rise subsequently triggers the explosion when it reaches
some critical value. Way two: Once the mass quantity of the accumulated body reaches a certain
but unusually big size, it suddenly implodes because it could no longer withstand its own
gravitational pressure. The immense heat so produced could also have ignited an explosion. We
could not say with certainty which way had actually made the first star debut.
With an assumed primitive state of single atoms of the simplest nucleus for the universe, the
above explosion could only be a nuclear fusion reaction. An atom with the simplest nucleus is just
a hydrogen atom, although at the time and at the
location where the first explosion occurred, those
atoms would have long united as molecules.
While this article is unable to retrospect where
the single atoms had come from, it is a fact that a
great abundance of hydrogen is found throughout
the universe of today, and the abundance is even
left behind after so many celestial infernos have
been burning in the sky for so many billion years.
After the explosion, chunks of furiously hot
materials were ejected from this single point
hosting the unusually large body, and they flew
in all directions. Naturally, each of these flying
chunks was a burning torch sustained by fusion
reaction. If any of them happened to land on
13

another celestial object of sufficient size and
of the same fuel, it would just ignite a new
explosion out of the object.
As previously mentioned, celestial
objects were expected to continue to amass
at the single point of the first explosion,
because this location had once hosted the
most unusually large material body. The
happening of the explosion would not
instantly prevent them from continuing their
gravitational journey. Now, let us call this
single point the Assumed Single Point
(ASP) in our model of illustration. As the
newly born flying torches sped away from
the ASP, they may potentially collide with
the objects that were already on their way
towards the ASP (Fig. 2a, b, c, d, e). When
they met, a second wave of explosions was
ignited but at locations away from the ASP.
Accompanied with the second wave of
explosions, a second generation of flying
torches was also born.
In this processing, we need to keep this in mind: Statistically, all the geometrical points hosting
the second wave of explosions would encompass the ASP in a roughly spherical manner. There
were two reasons for such an isotropic happening. Reason one: more objects were still falling to
the ASP under gravitational influence, which is always isotropic. Reason two: the ejection manner
of the torches from the ASP was also isotropic.
However, we could not expect that each of the
explosions of the second wave must happen
precisely at the same time, or that each of them
must happen with the same magnitude. With
respect to any point where each of the second
wave explosions happened, the torches of the
second generation from each explosion also flew
in all directions as if wrapping their birth place
with a fuzzy sphere―therefore many spheres
altogether.
Now, let’s define a set of terms that will be
used throughout the rest of the article before we
move on:
Radial line: any straight line, or ray, that starts
from the ASP but points in any direction.
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Tangential direction: Any direction that is
perpendicular to a radial direction.
Virginal materials: The materials that have
never been converted by explosion.
Virginal object: A celestial object that contains
virginal materials.
Further, a velocity towards the ASP will be
designated with a negative value; otherwise, the
velocity will have a positive value.
Compared to the flying torches that were
ejected directly from the ASP, the torches of the
second generation should have the following
characteristics:
(1) Their population is bigger. This is only
natural.
(2) They were younger, of course.
(3) A major population of them would more or
less show tangential movement in relation to the location of the ASP.
When a first generation torch hit a virginal object that was oncoming toward the ASP, its
outgoing momentum must reduce the movement of this oncoming virginal object. As such, two
newly born torches out of each of the second explosions would consequently move with speed
contrastingly different from each other if they
happened to move along the same radial line.
The one moving away from the ASP had far
higher speed than the one moving toward the
ASP. The higher speed value for the one
moving away was resulted by the
accumulation of two momenta: the one that is
naturally bestowed by a nuclear explosion of
the virginal body, and the one added through
mechanical transferring by the landing of a
torch of the first generation (Fig. 3). However,
the speed for the one moving toward the ASP
was the result of the subtraction by the same
momenta. There are many more torches out
of the secondary explosion than the two just
mentioned. In relation to the ASP, the flying
torches of the second generation had a great
variety of directions to fly along. These
directions could have been directly away or
directly towards the ASP, they could also have
been tangential or anything between the
15

tangential movement and the redial line movement. For those torches whose final combined
velocity happened to be away from the ASP, they had a chance to induce a similar explosion from
those virginal objects which were rushing toward the ASP at even later time. A third generation
of torches was thus born, but at locations even farther away from the ASP than the birth place of
the second generation. Statistically speaking, the locations where the explosions of the third
generation occurred also enveloped the ASP in a spherical manner like the second generation but
the newer sphere had a larger radius.
Since the flying torches of the third generation were born later, they should generally have a
younger looking than the torches of the previous two generations. For those third generation
torches moving away from the ASP, their speed would be higher than that of the first generation
and the second generation. The reason is simple. When they were born, besides the momentum
naturally bestowed by the nuclear reaction out of the virginal materials, they also received a
mechanical momentum transferred on them from the torches of the previous generations. If the
torch transferring momentum is of the second generation, the momentum is even an accumulation
of the outgoing momentum from two generations. Besides, virginal bodies coming toward the
ASP as the candidate contributing the explosions of the third generation were generally slower
than those of the previous generations. This further allowed the momentum coming from the ASP
direction to have a stronger influence on the resultant movement of the third generation torches:
speed leaving the ASP is further escalated; speed approaching the ASP is further subdued. If this
reaction of momentum transferring continues generation after generations, it is easy for us to
imagine that torches of newer and newer generation would carry higher and higher speed leaving
the ASP. The picture presented in Fig 3 can happen to any generation of explosion, except that the
speed value for those moving toward the right, or away from the ASP, is ever increasing generation
after generation.
One interesting point of movement in Fig. 3
needs our attention. The green line in the pictures
is drawn through the mass center of the union of
the torch and the virginal body together. This
green line may actually be moving at certain
speed, “+” or “-“, with respect to the ASP. While
the torch moving to the left after the explosion is
away from the green line and seemingly appears
to have been moving toward the ASP, it may
actually be on a movement increasing its distance
from the ASP if it is produced by explosions later
than certain generation number.
The torches of the third generation were also
more popularly multiplied compared to that of
the second generation. Now, the universe is
having more and more materials possessing
various natural properties unseen before to
coexist with the virginal materials.
The
materials of newer nature, which became the
16

major component of the torches, wildly flew all over, but their general tendency of flying away
from the ASP dominates forever. During their flying, each torch from any generation may
encounter one of the following chances (Fig. 4):
(1)
It landed on a virginal body, causing the birth of the fourth generation of burning torches.
(2)
It collided with one or more of other torches.
(3)
It never collided with anything but stayed as a free wanderer in space. During its free
movement, the nuclear reaction it carried with also gradually extinguished. Usually a smaller one
would extinguish earlier. For those that are exceedingly small, but naturally of large population,
they would quickly become millions of asteroid-like objects aimlessly cruising in space forever.
Indeed, these same chances are true to the torches of any generation.
The birth place of each generation of the torches gradually appeared farther and farther away
from the ASP. Soon (in the astronomical scale) after the first explosion, there finally came a time
that positive velocities for the torches overwhelmingly prevailed in space. Fire and explosions
just spread as far as the flying torches could race forward, all seemingly stemming from the ASP
in a big picture that includes all of them.
For the first few waves, the propagation of explosions should have occurred rather quickly one
after another, because the virginal objects had moved relatively close to each other around the
ASP. But, virginal objects were originally far apart from each other before they were
gravitationally summoned towards the ASP.
After certain waves, the flying torches had to
dash across larger and larger distances to hit
virginal objects. Eventually, the distance would
be more normally matching the statistic value
that was determined by the universe’s natural
mass density. Depending on the size of each
torch, and thus the quantity of nuclear materials
that it had carried, and depending on the actual
distance each had to dash across, the fusion
reaction carried by a torch may or may not
outlast the journey of finding new virginal body
to land on.
Because of the manner how the torches are
produced, there are always far more torches on
the tangential movement in space. However,
while the absolute value of the speed of the
tangential movement generated by explosion
remains the same generation after generation, its
relative strength compared to the radial
movement is diminishing in the resultant speed
for each newer generation of torches (Fig. 5).
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This is because the radial momentum of every
generation is incessantly accumulated.
Besides direct collisions, flying bodies could
also gradually merge if their flying directions are
about the same and they are moving close
enough. They could also lock each other up
through gravitational influence without ever
physically contacting each other. Of course,
rotation was inevitable if the gravitational
locking-up was going to be stable. The rotation
will be resulted if two flying bodies meet on
opposite movement but with their mass centers
missing each other, while the gravitational force
between them is strong enough to hold them
together (Fig. 6a, b). Either through collisions,
merging, or gravitational locking-up, the new
combination of materials continues its journey
that is determined by its ultimate residual
translational momentum with respect to the ASP. To the absolute major population, moving away
from the ASP is destined while an extremely few of them may appear approaching the ASP.
The way how the touches have been multiplied gradually forces more and more crowding
during their meetings that happen at later time. This gives us a hint why material gatherings in
the heavens with more mass are usually found farther away from us in our observation. The later
some torches are produced, the stronger the moving momentum they would carry because the
momentum forcing on their birth had been more forcefully accumulated. If these torches happen
to come to establish a rotating system, the system would also store more angular momentum
because of the increase in both mass quantity and angular velocity. The overall magnitude of the
angular momentum for all these systems thus also follows this pattern: when they are farther from
us, they have higher chance to be found with higher angular momentum, or higher rotating
velocity. Of course, the chaotic moving state of all these materials before they came together must
result in the rotating axes orientated as random as one can find.
Statistically, not only those more remote gatherings of celestial materials are more massive
and possess more mechanical energy with respect to the ASP, but they are also found more
powerful in radiating electromagnetic energy. This is easy to understand because of three reasons.
Reason one is that they are younger than the average objects appearing in our vicinity, so much
more energy yet untapped before they join together. Reason two is that the further they are from
us, the stronger mechanical energy they would have when striking at others, which have also been
conditioned with so much violent energy accumulated through so many generations. Reason three
is that the impacts of high quantity materials of many generations have outrageously escalated
their mass density. The energy released from these highly dense materials per unit space can also
be outrageously concentrated. All three reasons come together could have made a particle
accelerator we build on earth out of every inch of them during their substance smashing. This is
why objects like quasars do not appear in our vicinity but near the “edge of the universe” (Edge of
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the universe is a term coined by Big Bang theory
supporters. The universe has no edge. Any
“edge” human would see can only be the most
front line of the visible part of the universe). The
manner how torches are produced in older space
has never been powerful enough to give chance
for powerful object like quasars ever to appear.
Data show that, for example, if Quasar 3C 273 is
in a distance of 33 light-years from us, we would
see it as bright as our sun. This quasar’s
luminosity is about 4 trillion times that of the sun,
but is also actually in a distance of billions of
light-years from us.
After a long life of burning, all burning
bodies must come to a time to have their fuel
exhausted and their thermal powered lowered or
even terminated, but they continue to drift in
space indefinitely. When random chance
happens to have them shuffled into some huge
material conglomeration, they may have located
themselves not too far away (in astronomical
scale) from some virginal objects. These virginal
objects have also been just hurled into the
conglomeration because of some previous
material gathering in some other locations. In
other words, each of such large conglomerations
of heavenly wanderers is actually a salad bowl of
members of various ages and various natural
properties from various “hometown”.
The
ultimate combination of momentum contributed
by all these members determines how the salad
bowl would move in the sky, i.e., how fast it
moves and toward which direction as well as how rapidly it spins and how the spin axis orients.
Such a salad bowl picture should now help us to reduce the surprise concerning the crises
mentioned in Flamsteed’s article: (1) the exceedingly old age for some members in the Milky Way
compared to the “age” of the universe, and (2) the inexplicable speed of some big collections of
heavenly materials but at the absence of any “great attractor”. The salad bowl picture also strongly
suggests to us that a majority of the material organizations, such as galaxies, in the universe
could not have been born and evolved locally. This would further lead us to believe that our
Milky Way could not have evolved locally and thus inherently coming down from one unique
cloud disk. Instead, it is highly likely a collection of materials that have joined together from
contrastingly different backgrounds, such as ages and birth places. However, so much of this
background information could have only been lost from record.
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As torches from more generations appear, the radial momentum carried by the overall material
flows becomes increasingly more prominent than the tangential momentum. However, the
tangential momentum must always stubbornly present itself. An observer riding on one of the
objects in the flows would notice the following phenomena:
(1) He is leaving the ASP (which can never be in his vision but in history) with a constant
speed. All objects with the same distance from the ASP like the one his riding on would
have the same speed leaving the ASP. A hypothetical sphere enveloped by all these objects
seems expanding with respect to the ASP.
A sphere hypothetically formed in the same
manner but with a bigger radius would
expand more rapidly.
(2) Objects on the same but expanding sphere
generally appear to him as if they are
separating from him, as well as from each
other. However, he may still find that a
few of them on the same sphere slowly
moving toward each other. This is so
resulted because only randomness has
governed the orientation of residual
tangential movement of all objects. If a
glowing object happens to appear
approaching this observer, he would see
blue-shift movement from this glowing
object.
(3) A heavenly object that is closer to the ASP
possesses lower speed leaving the ASP.
Let’s call it object A. Another object but is
farther away from the ASP possesses
higher speed leaving the ASP. Let’s call it
object B. An observer between A and B would easily conclude that both objects are leaving
him, because, without his awareness, he is riding on an object that possesses a speed higher
than A’s but lower than B’s. If by some random chance A’s speed happens to be higher
than normal, or B’s speed lower than normal, or even the speed of the observer’s vessel
happens to be unusual, the observer may possibly have chance to detect blue-shift
movement from either A or B.
Because of all these movements, the major material flows in the heavens just present to us
what is described as Hubble’s phenomenon. Interestingly, their moving speed resulted by all the
collisions/combinations does also follow some mathematical relationship with distance, both in
observation and theory. While the description of the observation is about to end, we will soon
begin the theoretical derivation in the next chapter
At this point, someone may question: if everything seems leaving the ASP, shouldn’t the ASP
have appeared as a big void in the universe today? This can hardly happen. There are some ways
nature must bring materials back to fill this space around the ASP. For example:
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(1) Many waves of the explosions after the
initial one could still powerfully eject
their newly born torches along the radial
line toward the ASP. Probability must
allow chance for a big quantity of the
newly born torches pointing toward the
ASP to have escaped being captured by
those outgoing torches.
(2) Some virginal bodies may also have
chance to have been missed by those
torches rushing away from the ASP.
Some day in the future, some
tangentially moving torches from
somewhere may have a chance to land on
them. In relation to the ASP, such
tangential moving torches, upon landing,
may have given a virginal body a
momentum more or less negatively
pointing at the ASP. When an explosion
is thus triggered, the virginal body may have a chance produce a torch pointing toward the
ASP. ( Fig 7a)
(3) Some tangentially moving objects can collide on each other but still result in a combined
object moving toward the ASP. (Fig. 7b)

So far we have only mentioned the mechanical effect exerted on the material flows of heavenly
bodies by the nuclear reactions. As we all know, nuclear reaction must also release huge amounts
of radiating energy, which includes all forms of luminosity, optically visible or invisible, and the
so-called background noise as well. Now, let’s shift our interest to this subject: the background
noise. However, before that, we need to set up a mathematical model that must also corroborate
all the mechanical phenomena mentioned in all previous arguments.
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5. A Model of Substance Distribution
5-I. An Onion Model
All the mechanical development aforementioned is based on an assumption that those
materials ever contributing to such movement all start their vigorous movement from one point
but later propagate with equal chance in all directions in a three dimension space. Therefore, it
should be reasonable for us to assume a mathematical model in which material distribution in space
is consisted of numerous concentric and homogeneous spherical shells of substance wrapping
around a single point. The radius of all these shells, or layers, can be any value from zero to any
large number, while all layers have the same thickness ΔR. Physical properties of all shells, or
layers, are identical. Boundary between any two layers does not physically exist; it has only
mathematical significance. Larger layers wrapping over smaller layers, similar to what an onion
shows, this model will be called an onion model. (Fig. 8)

5-II. The work of Gravity
At where is substance, there must be the concept of mass density. Lacking valid figures as the
mass density of the universe, let’s use 16 hydrogen molecules per cubic meter as the mass density.
We will later see that the exact figure of the mass density of the universe in our model is not of
critical concern. The figure we hereby assume is about 3 times as much as the upper limit of the
critical mass density from another contemporary theory (Page 55, The New Physics, edited by Paul
Davis, published by Cambridge University Press, 1989). According to that theory, if the universe
ever had a mass density above 5 hydrogen
molecules per cubic meter, a “Big Crunch”
would happen.
Suppose there is a spherical region of radius
of 0.1 light-years. This region is to have a mass
density equivalent to 17 hydrogen molecules per
cubic meter. This extra one molecule per cubic
meter for this region must have been ‘stolen’
from the neighboring region. The neighboring
region now has a smaller mass density. Let’s
assume this neighboring region has a density of
15 molecules per cubic meter and just wraps
around the denser region like a thin spherical
shell. If the denser and the thinner regions
together maintained the same average mass
density, i.e., (16 hydrogen molecules)/m3 , the
thickness of this thin shell would be 0.026 lightyears (Fig. 9a). A molecule in the thinner region
would always feel a unidirectional pulling force
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from the denser region. The situation for this molecule is very similar to a problem that many of
us are already familiar with. Let us briefly review this problem in the following.
Let us have a hollow shell made up of homogeneous materials like what is shown as C in Fig.
9b. The shell is isolated from any massive body by a significant distance. Object A inside that
hollow shell then will not experience gravitational influence from anything, not even from shell
C. The variation of thickness of shell C, from very thin to infinity, has no gravitational influence
on A. Object A stays gravitationally free until another object B is placed inside shell C, as shown
in the lower figure in Fig. 9b. These two objects, A and B, will exert a gravitational influence on
each other, but the shell, regardless of its thickness, still has no gravitational influence upon either
of these two objects.
In comparison, the entire big collection of molecules of the spherical region of radius of 0.1
light-years in Fig 9a can be regarded as object A in Fig.
9b. Any molecule staying in the thinner region of the
thickness of 0.026 light-years can be regarded as object
B. The entire infinite space outside the thinner region
can be regarded as shell C. By allowing enough time,
the big collection of hydrogen in the denser region will
eventually pull the single hydrogen particle to join its
conglomeration. Meanwhile, all molecules within the
denser region also constantly experience a
gravitational force pulling them towards the mass
center of this region, more and more closely
condensing with each other.
Governed by the gravitational equilibrium that
Newton visualized, materials in the infinitive shell
should stay at the same place all the time. However,
the infinite region is not a solid shell. The gravitational
defect experienced by the molecules of this infinite
shell but bordering at the thinner region cannot forever
keeps the same fidelity as those molecules further
beyond and remotely from the denser region. Being a
loose particle at the border of the shell, any of them always feels a force pulling it toward the
denser region just like another ball B. This allows the denser region to incessantly recruit new
particles from the infinite shell. So the denser region has better and better chance to condense with
more and more mass. Its ever escalating gravitational force seems unstoppable.
According to Newton's law of universal gravitation, we can set up
Mm
F   2 ,
r
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where  = 6. 67  1011 Nt  m

2

, m = mass of one
kg 2
hydrogen molecule, which is 3. 321  1027 kg, r = 0.1 light
year, M = total mass of hydrogen contained in the ball of
radius of 0.1 light-years and thus we have
4
3
M=
01
. light year   (17  3.321  10 27 kg m3 ) .

3
The calculated gravitational force F between the denser
region and the hydrogen molecule is 4. 96  1047 NT, and the
corresponding acceleration for that molecule moving toward
the sphere is 1. 49  1020 m / sec2 . Both values are extremely
small, but they are not zero. By allowing enough time, the
molecule will ultimately be forced to relocate.
From now on, we will call this dense region a condensed
ball.
Although extremely trivial, heat is generated each time a
particle joins the denser region, or now the condensed ball.
Such heat, when escaping, would more or less excite the
movement of particles in the neighboring region. This in turn
helps the condensed ball even to accelerate in recruiting more
neighboring particles with its gravitational influence.
Gradually, after excessively long time, the joining of the
particles escalates its manner from feather like drifting to
forceful bombardment. Of course, by the time bombardment
appears, the thickness of the thinner region would have been far exceeding 0.026 light-years; and
particles of the infinite shell but bordering the thinner region would have also been replaced by
chunks that look like patches of clouds.
Given enough time, the condensed ball would have opportunity to build up its mass quantity
beyond any limit. Let us take a look at what would happen if the condensed ball could ever collect
so much mass such that its mass density became comparable to that of our sun today.
According to the onion model, the universe is assumed consisting of an infinite number of
concentric layers of the same substance. When mass shed from the inner wall of the infinite
shell in Fig 9a and accreted onto the condensed ball, we could consider materials just pealed
themselves from the wall and landed on the ball successively layer after layer.
In the onion model, each layer had the same mass density as any others and had the same
thickness R . The outer radius of the n-th layer, or the inner radius of the (n+1)th layer, in space
is R,n  n R , where n can be any positive integer. (Fig 8). When the substance in the n-th layer
began to be recruited by the condensed ball, we can say that the hollow dome had expanded its
wall up to the radius of Rh  R,n  nR . With this manner of accretion, we can calculate the
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total potential energy En available when all substances up to the n-th layer would have fellen on to
the central area of the “onion”. The calculations show [For detailed calculations, see Appendix 71(a)]:
k

E n  lim  E n
k 

n2

5
1
16 2
   3   B3  R5
15
En must be a value that is also dependent on the ultimate density of the condensed state of the
condensed ball. If the ultimate condensed density was high, the volume of the ball occupied by
the same amount of substance is smaller, the substance from the n-th layer would then have had a
longer distance to fall and, consequently, escalate the magnitude of En . In our illustration, we can
assume that the potential energy released through accretion was totally (or 100%) converted to
thermal energy. Each time a layer of substance was accreted, the heat energy produced was
consumed in mainly two ways. One way was for the energy to radiate to the adjacent space of the
condensed ball. But such radiation would have been trapped by the oncoming layer; therefore, it
would have been brought back to the condensed ball and then remained there. Another way was
to heat up the substance that was part of the condensed ball. Under both situations, whatever the
amount of heat was produced by gravitational accretion, it was accumulated within the condensed
ball. Then, it should be reasonable to regard that all gravitationally generated heat was utilized to
heat up the condensed ball.



Due to the poor thermal conductivity of hydrogen, the heat yielded through the accretion of
each layer could not instantly and homogeneously spread over the entire condensed ball. Instead,
only part of the condensed ball, particularly the surface part immediately receiving accretion, was
mixed with the oncoming layer, and thus reached a mutual temperature between this part and the
newly arrival. It should also be reasonable to assume that equal amounts of substance from the
condensed ball mixed with equal amounts of substance from the oncoming layers during each
accretion.
With this heat generation and transferring manner in mind, we can calculate how many layers
of materials are needed from the infinite shell to have enough heat built up for a nuclear fusion
reaction to be triggered. While the layer number is only fictitious, what we actually pursue is the
radius of the volume that would have contained the amount of materials to satisfy the critical
temperature requirement for hydrogen fusion to start.
Calculations shown in Appendix 7-1b lead us to the formula giving us the radius of such a
volume, which is

R ,n 

where β

3Tn 

( Eq. 7  1b  3)

4  3  B3
2

1

is the specific heat of hydrogen,
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Tn is the mutual temperature of the amount of substance which includes and only includes
the substance of the n-th oncoming layer and the equal amount of substance from the
condensed ball.

Let  be the overall uniform mass density of the universe,
ρB be the mass density of the condensed ball (For purpose of illustration only, this
figure is numerically assumed to be ρ B=1.42×103kg/m3, i.e., the sun's mass density.),
The anticipated radius is calculated as

R ,n  4.75  1018 m
The spherical volume represented by this radius should be comparable to the volume occupied
by the Milky way, which is a disk of radius of 3  1020 m . This calculation only serves to tell us
that gravitational accretion of enough hydrogen may render a possibility to ignite a fusion reaction
of this material. We must not forget that we have simplified the calculation by using a higher
figure of mass density in the space, and 100% heat conversion of the potential energy. If we
consider a lower mass density for the space and a heat conversion efficiency of less than 100 %,
R ,n should be larger than what we calculated.
After the first ball’s explosion, the future nuclear reaction out of other virginal bodies no longer
needs to rely on material accretion to get ignited. The explosion of the first ball would send out
many burning torches in various directions. All these torches by themselves are long lasting
infernos of nuclear reaction, they could just ignite explosion out of any virginal ball of enough
mass when landing on it.
Now let’s see if the speed of the newly produced torches was high enough for them to
overcome the gravitational pull of the condensed ball and be ejected to the space.
The total mass contained in the spherical region represented by Ru,n is

4 3
R  
3
4
kg

 (4.75  1018 m) 3  (16  3.321  10 27 3 )
3
m
31
 2.38  10 kg

M 
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This figure is comparable to the sun's mass of 1. 97  10 kg . Using the sun's density of

ρB=1.42×103kg/m3 as a yardstick, we can estimate the radius
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r

B

of the condensed ball:





31
3  (2.38  10 kg )  13

rB  
1.58  109 m

3 kg
 4  (1.42  10 3 ) 
m 

With the mass and size obtained above for the condensed ball, the escape velocity  B at the
surface of the condensed ball is



B



2   M

r

B

2  (6.67  10 11 )  (2.38  1031 ) m

sec
1.58  109
9.18  10 2 km
sec
Hydrogen fusion reactions can provide kinetic energy for each quantity of mass equivalent to
4
a proton a velocity in the order of 10 km sec , which is much higher than the escape velocity shown
above.
With the onion model, we can also mathematically speculate the time needed to trigger the
fusion reaction after accretion began. Calculation (refer to Eq. 7-1c-2 in Appendix 7-1c) shows
that as n, the number of onion layers, is allowed to approach to infinity, the time needed is

t



2

1
4
2
  
3

(Eq. 7-1c-2)

By taking   16  3. 321 1027 kg m3 , we have
.
t  2. 88  1017 sec.

 9.13  19 9 years .
The significance of this numeric figure regarding time is as follows:
(1) The time needed for accretion before explosion occurs is determined only by the homogeneous
mass density of the universe and the universal gravitational constant. Even though
calculations point out that the amount of mass to trigger the first big explosion is also
determined by the specific heat of hydrogen and the final mass density of the condensed ball,
this will not affect the amount of time needed for accretion. If more mass is needed, the
condensed material will have to recruit more substance from the surrounding. This in turn
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would enable the ball, at the time of having accumulated more masses, to exert a stronger
gravitational influence upon those masses on the surface of the hollow dome. The stronger
force will give the falling masses a higher acceleration for a faster trip towards the condensed
ball. The result is that the overall amount of time needed for the entire accretion would end
up being the same.
(2) According to the contemporary believing, the universe has an age of 13.5 billion years.
However, using the assumed mass density of (16 hydrogen molecules)/m3, our calculations
show that accretion alone may have taken almost 10 billion years. Some contemporary
theories think a density of (5 hydrogen molecules)/m3 would cause the universe to end itself
with a so-called Big Crunch. But, obviously, our calculation shows that even a density of 3
times more than that value would have nothing to do with any Big Crunch. As we continue
our exploration in this article, we would see that an infinitive universe can never ever have
anything like Big Bang or Big Crunch. If
we use a lower mass density for our
calculation, the accretion time will be even
further extended; heat generated by
potential energy out of gravitational
accretion would have more time to escape
from the condensed ball, too!

5-III. A Picture of Dynamic Development
For calculation purpose, we will assign a 3D frame of coordinate system X-Y-Z in the
space, with its origin O coinciding with the
center of the condensed ball, i.e., the ASP,
where the first explosion would occur. Since
no direction is preferred in the infinite space,
the initial orientation of the frame is not essential, although once assigned, its orientation should
stay the same for all future reference. We will call X-Y-Z the primary reference system.
We can further have a 3-D coordinate system x’-y’-z’ for every virginal condensed ball with
its origin coincides with the mass center of the individual ball and its (-z’) pointing through the
ASP (Fig. 10). With respect to such a system, we postulate that each ball, after its explosion,
would evenly send out one torch along each of these directions: +x’,
-x’, +y’, -y’, +z’ and -z’ respectively. It is apparent that 5 out of the 6 torches are out-going objects
leaving the ASP. Since virginal balls are unlimited in the space, we need to match their distribution
in our onion model. So let’s define a shell, called mean-shell, in which all virginal materials have
condensed into balls (Fig. 11). It is further defined in the following manner.
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Assume that the substance in each n -th layer in the onion model contracted to a shell of radius
rn. This radius rn divides the space of each layer of thickness R into two sub-layers. Now, the
inner sub-layer between radius R,(n1) and rn was of equal volume as the outer sub-layer between
rn and radius R,n . In other words, these two sublayers should have contained equal quantities of
mass before any contraction began. On each
mean-shell, virginal materials would have
further condensed into virginal balls. When n
is reasonably large, it is easy to show that the
distance between each adjacent mean-shells,
such as the (n-1)-th, the n-th, the (n+1)-th…, is
equal to R .
Because of the good
approximation between rn and Ru,n at large n, in
the future we may use them interchangeably
without especially distinguishing between them.
If we assign u as the homogeneous mass
density of the universe, the mass contained by
the n-th mean-shell would be

4
4
(nR ) 3   u 
  n  1R 3   u
3
3
4

  3n 2  3n  1 R 3
3
If all these materials join to complete the
explosion, five sixth of the newly born torches
would become out-going torches.
M n 





With so many torches rushing out, and so
many of those tangentially moving torches from
various virginal balls being in opposite
directions, collisions between materials are
unavoidable. The collisions are mainly:
1) Between torches and torches. This is
further divided into two groups:
a) The out-going torches, carrying various
velocities on different but generally
out-going directions.
They will
combine into some bigger chunks and
continue the out-going tendency after
the collision.
b) The out-going torches from the n-th and
lower shells being hit by the in-going
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torches from the (n+1)-th and higher
shells. Remember, before torches are
produced, condensed virginal balls
of the same size should have evenly
distributed in each layer, or shell,
while retaining the overall mass
density of the universe for every
shell.
So, depending on the
individual case, the resultant material
gathering out of such a collision may
be an in-going chunk moving toward
the ASP while others may be outgoing and moving away from the
ASP.
However, this group of
collision would make the overall material flow to have only 2/3 out of it genuinely
moving outward, although 5 out of every six newly born torches are out-going torches.
2) Between the torches and those virginal materials that have been further away from the ASP.
It is this type of combination that offers all the energy leading to all astonishing results in
the sky. But before we further look at this kind of collision, we need more preparation for
further illustration.
Collision causes momentum combination. Before we analyze the results of the various
possible combinations of momentum, let us concentrate on one typical case.
Suppose in an isolated space, there are 3 blocks A, E and F. (Fig. 12). In relation to the
reference frame x-o-y, block A of mass m1 is moving to the right at speed v1 , while blocks E and
F, both of mass m 2 , are motionless. Blocks E and F are tied together by a weightless but highly
compressed spring between them. The tension of the spring is set up according to m2 such that
when the tie breaks, and if only E and F are involved, blocks E and F will fly away from each other
at speed 2 vc with respect to each other, or at vc with respect to the frame x-o-y. The spring would
break if block A lands on E. When A lands on E and the spring breaks, F would have received
some momentum from A and naturally move to the right at speed higher than vc with respect to
frame x-o-y. The combination of A and E together, however, may move to the left or to the right,
depending on their ultimate momentum combination.
All blocks of A, E and F together should always have a mass center, abbreviated as CNM,
which, with respect to frame x-o-y, should have a speed vCNM that is

vCNM 

m1v1
m1  2m2

Speed vCNM will not change before or after the spring breaks, unless a foreign force acts upon
them. So, upon the landing of A, all three blocks continue to fly together at speed vCNM for some
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instant, no matter how briefly it could be. The kinetic energy with respect to x-o-y as they stick
and fly together is
 m1v1
1
K  m1  2m2 
2
 m1  2m2

2


(m1v1 ) 2
 
2(m1  2m2 )


However, with respect to the center of mass, the sum of kinetic energy K’ of the entire combination
will be measured as zero since all member blocks now fly together. After the spring breaks, a new
and only mechanical energy comes in and affects their further movement. This energy is
212 m2 vc2 , added by the spring breaking, as stipulated before. Now, with respect to this center of
mass, after the spring is broken, let v3 be the speed at which A and E stick and fly together as one,
and let be v 4 the speed at which F flies alone. Conservation principle of momentum and energy
enables the setup of the following equation set:

(m1  m2 )  v3  m2 v4  0
1 (m  m )  v 2  1 m v 2  2  ( 1 m v 2 )
2
3
2 1
2 2 4
2 2 c
These two equations lead to

v3 

 2 m2
vc
(m1  m2 )(m1  2m2 )

v4 

2m1  2m2
vc .
m1  2m2

and

Ultimately, with respect to frame x-o-y, we have
vi  vCNM  v3


m1
2 m2
v1 
vc
m1  2m2
(m1  m2 )(m1  2m2 )

( Eq. 5  III  1)

and
vo  vCNM  v4


where

m1
2m1  2m2
v1 
vc
m1  2m2
m1  2m2

( Eq. 5  III  2)

vi is the velocity for A and E moving together, with subscript i indicating ingoing for future analysis purposes,
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vo is the velocity of F moving alone, with subscript o indicating out-going
tendencies for future analysis purposes as well.
The "-" sign in vi tells us that vi can either be in the direction opposite to the original direction
of block A or in the same original direction as block A, depending on the value of v1 , the speed
possessed by A before it lands on E.
Now, instead of 2 blocks, let us have 4 more blocks, labeled G, H, J, and K, tied to blocks E
and F in a 3-D space. Assume that all these blocks possess the same qualities in every aspect as
blocks E and F, except that a spontaneous explosion (i.e. explosion not triggered by the landing of
block A) will cause block G, H, J and K to fly in directions perpendicular to A's moving direction.
We also assume that, for purpose of mathematics, the moving directions of G, H, J and K are also
perpendicular to each other. Similar to our mathematical analysis for Fig. 12, but with a moving
system that includes all seven of these blocks, we
have
m11
m1  6m2
Now let us imagine each of the original
condensed balls to be mathematically consisted
of 6 blocks that are similar to the above blocks
E, F, G, H, J and K. Between these blocks we
have some exploding devise calibrated like what
we did to the spring in the 3 block system in Fig.
12. This is equivalent to saying that the
condensed ball has its explosion energy capacity
calibrated to 6  12 m2 vc2 . After the explosion,
black F will fly in the direction that is the same
as the A’s original direction and at speed v’4 with
respect to the CNM, the center of mass of the
moving system that includes all 7 blocks. Block
E will fly together with block A at speed of v’3
with respect to the CNM. Speed v’3 and v’4 here
have the same significance as v3 and v4 in the three block system shown in Fig. 12, but of different
values, of course. So in the later calculation for the 7 block system, we will use v3 and v4 in place
of v’3 and v’4 for simpler mathematical notations.

 CNM 

After A’s landing, all 7 blocks together will move at vCNM until explosion is triggered.
Imagine that a plane is perpendicular to the original direction of A’s movement and this plane is
attached to the center of mass of the entire 7 blocks. Upon the explosion, E and F are moving on
the same line of movement of block A but in opposite directions, while G, H, J and K can always
be regarded as moving within the plane containing the center of mass that travels at speed vCNM .
Within this plane, these 4 blocks can be further assumed moving in directions perpendicular to
each other (Fig. 13). With respect to the CNM of the entire 7 blocks, the vector sum of momentum
of blocks G, H, J and K is always zero. This gives
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(m1  m2 )3  m2 4
1
1
1
1
(m1  m2 )v32  m2v42  4( m2vc )  6( m2vc2 )
2
2
2
2
Solving, by taking only positive values, we have

v3  
v4 

2 m2
vC
(m1 + m 2 )(m1 + 2m 2 )

( Eq. 5  III  3)

Eq.

2m1 + 2m 2
vC
m1 + 2m 2

5  III  4

With respect to the reference frame X-Y-Z shown in Fig. 13, we have

vi  vCNM  v3
m1
2 m2
v1 
vC
m1 + 6m 2
(m1 + m 2 )(m1 + 2m 2 )
vo  vCNM  v4




where

( Eq. 5  III  5)

m1
2m1 + 2m 2
v1 
vC
m1 + 6m 2
m1 + 2m 2

( Eq. 5  III  6)

vi is for block E and vo is for block F.

In the case m1  m2 , we have

v3   1 vC
3

Eq.

5  III  7a 

v4  4 vC
3

Eq.

5  III  7b 

vi  1 v1  1 vC
7
3

Eq.

5  III  7c 

Eq. 5  III  7d 
vo  1 v1  4 vC
7
3
As to the speeds of G, H, J and K, relative to the same reference frame X-Y-Z, their magnitude
should all be the same vector sum of vcnm and vc , therefore
vt  v 2

CNM

 vc2

( Eq. 5 III  8)

and their directions are determined by
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sin  

vc

( Eq. 5 - III - 9)

v v
where θ is the angle between A’s original direction and the line on which each of the G, H, J and
K is moving with respect to the X-Y-Z frame.
2
c

2
CNM

In Fig. 14, if a torch ejected by an explosion at location C moving along the tangential direction
collides with a virginal body at location B, it almost has no effect in pushing something to get
further away from the ASP along radial line 2. If it hits a virginal body at location A, however, it
certainly has a greater effect in pushing something away from the ASP if the resultant speed is
resolved on radial line 1.
Next, we will insert a numerical subscript in front of "i" and "o", such as v 5i, v12o, v (n-1)i, vno ,
etc., to signify which mean-shell a particular velocity component has emerged from. For example,
v14o means an out-going component produced from the 14th mean-shell, and vno is an out-going
component produced from the n-th mean-shell. For n = 1, it is easy to see that m1=0, vCNM  0 ,
v1i  vc and v1o  vc . For any mean-shell of n=k≥2, the velocity equivalent to and carried by
block A before it lands on anything is the velocity carried by any out-going torch from a meanshell of n  k  1 . This velocity can always be mathematically resolved on the radial line of the
primary coordinate frame, whose origin coincides with the ASP. So, a tangentially moving torch
from some mean-shell of layer number n can always be regarded as being more or less contributing
some radial movement when it has reached mean-shells of high n.
Statistically, the out-going torches always outnumber the in-going torches. So each spherical
surface of higher n number will receive more oncoming torches per unit area than that of the
spherical surface of smaller n number. Consequently, virginal condensed balls at mean-shell of
higher n number will have higher chance to be hit by torches that have combined with more
pronounced amount of mass. As n increases, before
any collision has occurred on a virginal ball, it is
increasingly possible to have m1 >m2 , where, in
comparison with Fig 12, m1 is the mass of block A,
and m2 is the mass of the motionless block E and F.
If E and F together in Fig 12, or equivalently, torch
E, F, G, H, J, and K together in Fig. 13, are to
represent the size of virginal balls, statistically,
these balls should universally be the same size all
over in the heavens. In the 3-D system in Fig. 13,
we can simply regard the virginal ball had mass of
6m2 before the explosion. After enough generations
of explosion and mass combination, we can always
have bigger and bigger block A, or to have m 1>6m2,
when n reaches certain value.
If we include a certain spherical volume in
space with its center at the initial big explosion, or
ASP, we could regard this volume to have been
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consisted of numerous block systems as mentioned above and each of these system carries a 3 -D
coordinate frame x’-y’-z’. When the surface of the entire spherical volume is overwhelmed with
new explosions in manners described in the above few paragraph, we can have the total momentum
produced by all the explosions out of the entire spherical volume summed up as:
Ptotal  Po  Pi  Pr  Pt  Pi

where Po is the out-going momentum that represents the sum of Pr and Pt,
Pr is the centrifugal momentum with respect to the ASP,
Pt is the tangential momentum;
Pi is the in-going momentum pointing toward the ASP.
A detailed mathematical demonstration of all p's is shown in Appendix 7-2a. Through such
calculations we will come up with
Ptotal  0.32M n vc

(Eq. 5-III-10)

where Mn is the total explosive mass contained in the spherical volume we are studying,
vc is the natural speed of unit mass enabled by the nuclear reaction out of the same unit
mass of material.
The positive value of the equation Ptotal  0.32M nvc tells us that, as a consequence of all the
explosions adding together, substances contained in the spherical volume have extra momentum
to fly away from the center of the sphere. In other words, (1) a spherical volume containing
materials that are exploding is bound to expand, therefore, (2) inevitably, as long as there is fuel
stocked outside of that volume, the fire region will have its expanding capability spread and occupy
more and more space.
It is true that, with respect to each of the x’-y’-z’ frame, the newly born tangential torches
moving on +x’, -x’, +y’, -y’ will have the same speed enabled by nuclear reaction no matter on
what layer the torches are produced. However, as we pointed out previously, with respect to the
ASP, many torches have combined their mass and been moving in all directions including those
more or less tangential directions. Acting like block A in Fig 12 but with ever escalating
momentum on the more or less tangential direction, these combined torches can make some of the
newly born tangential torches to fly at speed far higher than the natural speed enabled by fusion
reaction. The torches acting like block A in the sky have contributed not only their ever escalating
out-going momentum, but also their population that is incessantly multiplied. Gradually, in-going
flow of materials in sky with respect to the ASP disappeared in history.
With the help of computer data simulation and charting, calculation according to the above
derivation shows that the material flow of those out-going torches have their speed increase at a
fairly linear rate with respect to the distance from the ASP. This outcome matches what is found
as the Hubble’s phenomenon. This linear relationship between speed and distance is shown in
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the two charts at the end of this article. Again, the rate interpreted from this relationship is never
a constant number!
The same calculation also gives us another interesting outcome. If there is always only one
out-going torch to ignite the explosion of one condense ball in a series of explosions, the ultimate
speed increasing of the later outgoing torch will soon reach a limit (typified by Eq.5-III-7a, -7b,
-7c, -7d, and Eq. 7-2a-1). This limit is typically represented by a speed value of 1.347vc and is
reached at every interval of n=8 in our calculation. However, this speed limit would be broken
upon the arrival of those out-going torches that have combined into some more massive body with
stronger momentum. Nevertheless, each new generation of explosion must tend to send out some
singly cruising torches on the radial line to pioneer the outgoing material flow. If at some point
the speed limit has been broken, some ever newer outgoing torches down the road in the next few
waves pioneering the flow will reach a new speed limit again. This new speed limit can be broken
upon the arrival of another crowd of some even more massive torches traveling at even higher
speed. In other words, because of the ever renewed speed limit, every so often during the course
of the celestial materials moving away from the ASP, material flow must display some rippling
pattern, presenting as layers in our observation.

5-IV. Distribution of Radiating Energy
Just like mechanical energy, we will postulate that the radiating energy released per unit
quantity of virginal material is finite. Since the mass density of all layers of our onion model is
the same, we can say that the radiating energy released by the virginal materials per unit area
should also be the same from any layer of the onion model. Let this energy density released per
unit surface area from any layer be denoted as ρR . When the same radiating energy intensity from
the n-th spherical layer reaches its center, the
energy intensity will be reduced to

R

,
[(n  1)R]2
where ΔR is the thickness of each of the concentric
layers contained within the n-th layer. The total
surface area of the inner surface of the n-th layer is
4π[(n-1)ΔR] 2 . Therefore, the total radiating energy
from the n-th layer received by an observer at the
center is 4πρR. So regardless of the radius, the
total energy that an observer receives from any
single layer is the same, which is 4π ρR..
If the observer is standing at location Y that is a
distance L away from the center as shown in Fig.
15, calculation in Appendix 7-3(a) with respect to
this diagram shows that he would receive the same
total energy from each single layer, or mean-shell,
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which is, again, 4πρR.. However, he would also
feel the heat from one side being more intense
than from the other side.
The above deduction is for one layer. Now
we will analyze the resulted intensity of radiating
energy from multiple layers and see what
happens if all of them reach and accumulate at a
single location. Again, let's begin at the center of
all concentric layers.
In Fig. 16, an observer will receive radiating
energy through an aperture of finite angular size.
This aperture of finite angular size keeps the
same constant ratio between an observed area of
any layer and the entire surface area of the same
spherical layer. If the energy he receives from
one whole layer is constant regardless of the
radius of the layer, a finite aperture would enable
him to receive the same finite portion of such energy from any layer, in spite of the numerical
order number of that layer. In other words, it does not matter whether the layer belongs to the nth, or the (n+1)-th, or the (n+k)-th order, he receives the same amount of energy through the
aperture from each layer.
The next reasonable assumption for us to make is that the intensity of the radiating energy
released by each layer is proportional to the time rate that virginal material is converted, and such
a time rate is proportional to the quantity of virginal materials remaining. Therefore, we can have

R  f

dQ
dt

and

dQ
  gQ
dt

where Q is the quantity of virginal materials remaining, t is the time lapsed for the conversion
of a certain amount of virginal materials,
dQ
thus stands for the time rate that the virginal materials are being converted,
dt
f and g are some proportional constants.

dQ
  gQ indicates that the consuming rate of the virginal materials, and
dt
hence forth the radiating intensity, increases when more virginal materials are remained for being
consumed per unit time, or that the intensity decreases when there are less virginal materials left.
The negative sign in

Further calculations on R and t lead to :
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dQ
dt
  f gQ

R  f

 f g Q0 e  g  t  t0 
where Q0 is the initial quantity of virginal materials at the initial time t0 upon which the explosion
at the n-th mean-shell was triggered.
For the sake of simplicity, we will set t0  0 and   f gQ0 . Then we have

R   e  gt
At the end of last chapter Part of the Time Line, we mentioned that computer data generation
does appear to have a linear relationship between v, the wave front velocity of the explosion, and
s (= nR ), the distance between the n-th mean-shell and the ASP. If we assume a linear constant
H for such a relationship, we can mathematically express this relationship as v  Hs  H nR .
Now, we can say that, beginning from a certain mean-shell n, the amount of time for the flow of
the explosion to progress out to the (n+1)-th mean-shell is

t

R
R
1


v
H  nR nH

By the time that some explosion is triggered at the (n+1)-th mean-shell, the intensity of the
radiating energy yielded by that particular mean-shell at that particular time per unit surface area
is to be observed as R by the observer at the ASP through the aperture at a later time. By the
time this intensity reaches the n-th mean-shell, the radiating intensity yielded by the n-th meanshell would have become  e

 1 R 
 g
 
 nH c 

, where c stands for the speed of light.

Reinforced by the new radiation from the (n+1)-th mean-shell, R , the radiating intensity
 1 R 
g





on the n-th shell should be observed as the sum of R   e nH c . Using the same reasoning,
by the time the radiating energy from the (n+2)-th mean-shell reaches the n-th mean-shell, the
total radiation intensity to be observed from the n-th mean-shell should be the sum of all these
intensities:

1
 g(
 1  2 R )
 g ( 1  R )
(
n

1
)
H
nH
C
nH
C e
R   e

where the first term is the radiation from the (n+2)-th mean shell, the second term is the radiation
from the (n+1)-th mean shell and the third term is the radiation from the n-th mean shell. By the
time the radiating energy from the (n+k)-th mean shell reaches the n-th mean shell, the radiating
intensity from the n-th shell should be observed as:
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1
 g(
 1  2R )
 g ( 1  R )
(
n

1
)
H
nH
C
nH
C  e
   R   e
...
 e

 g(

1
1

... 1  kR )
(n  (k  1)) H (n  (k  2)) H
nH
C

1
 g(
... kR )
 g ( 1  R )
(n  (k  1)) H
C
nH
C .... e
  R   [e
] ( Eq 5  IV  1)

where, inside the brackets, the last term is the intensity contributed solely by the n-th mean shell,
and the second to the last term is the intensity contributed solely by the (n+1)-th mean shell, and
so on.
Since k can be of infinity and the number of shells whose energy is triggered to explode
increases with acceleration against time, we must naturally wonder if   will also increase
beyond any limits. Calculations shown in Appendix 7-3b lead us to a negative answer. This
simply means that the total radiating energy received by an observer at the center of all concentric
mean shells will not exceed a certain value, regardless of how quickly the explosion wave front
progresses and how many and how fast the virginal mean shells are unlocking their energy,
provided that the homogeneous mass density in space is kept constant everywhere.
If we place the observer at a location other than the concentric center, the ASP, his observations
will lose the isotropic character. With the increase of the order number of mean shells, however,
i.e., with the expansion of the fire region, his observations will gradually gain back their isotropic
character.
Now, we have a more solid argument to discuss how much validity Olbers’ paradox can present
itself as a refutation against Newton’s idea of infinite space for the universe. The calculation
simply shows that the total radiating energy received by an observer at the center of all concentric
layers, i.e., the ASP, will not exceed a certain value, regardless of how quickly the explosion wave
front progresses and how many and how fast the virginal layers are unlocking their energy,
provided that the homogeneous mass density in space is kept constant everywhere. Simply, in any
conic section of finite angular area allowed by an aperture, no matter how infinitely deep this conic
section has penetrated into the space, any depth (D in Fig. 16) of the cone from which the radiating
energy is released by virginal materials must be finite. No matter how fast the luminous depth
can increase itself, it can only always be a limited section in this bottomless cone. Olbers must
have infinite depth occupied by perpetually shining objects in the cone to refute Newton's idea.
All this tells us that:
(1) No matter where an observer is located within the fire region, the radiating energy will
reach him with a value bound by a certain upper and lower limit.
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(2) If he is placed closer to the concentric center, i.e., the ASP, the overall radiating energy
will reach him with a lower value (bound by a finite bottom limit) but also with a more
isotropic character.

6. More Conclusions
.
Besides the conclusion presented at the beginning of this article, we are going to add a few
more in the following:
1. An “Ever -Expanding” Universe
Since the explosion wave front keeps a faster and faster pace moving away from the ASP, it is
possible that someday we can no longer detect any of those explosions that have been too remote
from us but traveling at speed so extraordinarily high that it would be even beyond our
comprehension. When their radiating signal
reaches us, the signal would have been too weak
to observe. Indeed, we cannot exclude that this
has been happening to us now.
2. Gas Presentation
Throughout our calculations, we have
assumed complete collisions between matters.
Reality should deviate far from this orderly
pattern, such as: (1) Some virginal bodies have
not condensed enough when some torches hit.
(2) By some random chance, some condensed
materials just never get hit by anything that is
mighty enough to ignite an explosion. (3) When
a virginal ball does explode, part of it is pushed
so far away that it is stripped of the chance to
participate in any further reaction. These
possibilities allow a great amount of virginal
materials to remain intact and observable to us
today. With our knowledge today, we cannot
identify this virginal materials as anything else
but hydrogen.
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3. “Heat Death”
With the onion model, we can see that heat
death inevitably happens locally. Statistically it
should have started from the center of the fire
region, or the ASP, and slowly spreads out.
Although it takes a long time for energy at a
location to be exhausted, any local amount of
energy is finite, limited. Sooner or later, the
infinite time must deplete the finite amount of
energy. This phenomenon will eventually spread
to our neighborhood, no matter where we are in
relation to the ASP. In other words, “heat death”
is locally inevitable; however, it can never
conquer the entire, limitless universe (Fig. 17,
Fig. 18; Fig. 19-a, -b, -c).
4. Cosmic background noise.
Generally, the releasing time and location of
the radiating energy are locally random, but they
are governed by such a big principle: the further
away from the ASP such releasing occurs, the
later is the releasing time. As such, at any
particular location where bundles of the
propagating energy from various directions have reached, these bundles of energy would all
superimpose on each other. Some bundles are stronger than some others. The intensity resulted by
such superimposition is stronger at some locations than at some others. Therefore, space in the
university should be “sliced” by various temperatures into different zones; each zone of a certain
temperature may easily occupy a space dimension of light-years. The same characteristics should
also happen to cosmic background noise, i.e., some zone has stronger noise than some others. We
can hardly rely on the earth’s traveling speed to compare between these zones. However, these
zones do travel themselves and comb through our vicinity.

5. Solar System
Each explosion tossed out torches of various sizes, and these torches also randomly
recombined in their flying, resulting in objects of various nature. We should not be surprised that
members of our solar system are the results of the reorganization and recombination of these
torches. Originated from different locations in the formidable space of the universe, these
members of different background and age joined each other by some random chance, organizing
themselves into a stable heavenly family under the balance between gravity and rotation. For a
more detailed illustration on this point of view, please refer to the article The Formation of Solar
System, by Cameron Rebigsol at the website www.huntune.net.
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6. The Milky Way is highly likely locating near where the ASP is in history.
The symmetrical characters in our astronomical observation strongly suggest to us that the
Milky Way, thus the solar system as well, is highly likely at a location near where can be described
as the ASP in our onion model. The distribution of age of heavenly objects and their movement
pronouncedly suggest that we are at the center of all this symmetry. If not, celestial object
movement alone would present to us a different picture in which asymmetrical movement with
respect to a stellar observer is only normal.
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7. Appendixes―More Detailed Calculations
Appendix 7-1a
Mechanical Potential Energy En Released through Accretion
When the substance originally staying on the n-th layer of the onion model, i.e., the wall of the
hollow dome with a radius of (n-1)ΔR, sheds off and is about to begin its journey towards the
center of the dome, the total mass of that particular layer is:
4
  ( R3,n  R3,(n1) )
3
 (n  1)  R , then

M n 

where R,n  n  R and R,(n1)

4
    (3n2  3n  1) R 3
3
The gravitational force acting on Mn is
M
 M n
Fn     ( n 1) 2
R
Mn 

m2
is the universal gravitational constant, and
kg 2
M(n1) is the total mass contributed by all of the (n-1)-th layers, and this mass has
been assumed condensed at the ASP.
Ru is the distance measured from the ASP up to where Mn is located.

where   6. 67  1011 NT 

To each layer, during the process of accretion, M(n1) and Mn are constant, but only the
distance Ru varies. After completing the falling from Ru,n to rB , the total gravitational energy
each layer can release is:
E n  

rB



rB



rB

Ru , n

Ru , n

Ru , n

Eq.7  1a  1
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Eq.7  1a  2

When the mass of a certain spherical volume condensed to a smaller spherical volume, we
have:
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4
3

rB3   B 

R3 ,n   

4
3

rB  3


B

 R , n

( Eq.7  1a  3)

where  B is the mass density of the condensed ball.
Because we are using the density of our sun for the density of our condensed ball, so  B  u
, and subsequently
rB   u ,n .
Therefore, in Eq.7-1a-2,

1
1
1
can be ignored when compared to . Then we can further

rB
nR Ru ,n

have
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Eq.7  1a  4)

The total energy released by all layers up to the n-th layer would then be
k

E n  lim  E n
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If n  k   and R  0 , (n  1)R and n  R will mean the same thing, i.e. Ru. The
above equation can then be re-written as
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3
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 2   B R5
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(Eq.7-1a-5)

Appendix 7-1b
Temperature Tn Caused by Accretion
and the Related Radius of the Hollow Dome

Let

 be the specific heat of hydrogen,

T(n1) be the existing temperature of the surface substance of the condensed ball. This
temperature has taken into consideration of the amount of energy that has been
radiated out of the condensed ball but trapped and thus brought back by the
oncoming layer. So such heat would eventually contribute to the reaction of the
condensed ball,
Mn be the amount of mass of the oncoming layer,
Tn be the mutual temperature of the amount of substances that are thoroughly mixed.
They are from only two sources: the substance of the n-th on-coming layer from
the dome and the equal amount of substance from the condensed ball,
E be the potential energy released by the n-th oncoming layer.
n
Then, we'll have
E n  M n  T( n 1)   (M n  M n )Tn 
E n  (2M n )Tn   M n  T( n 1) 

Rearranging terms, we have Tn 

Eq.7  1b  1

En
T
 n 1 .
2 M n
2

( n  1) 3 ( 3n 2  3n  1)
 R5 (see Eq.7-1a-4 in Appendix 7-1a), and
n
Mn  43  (3n2  3n  1) R3 ,
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Substituting

E n
(n  1) 3
En
T
W
R 2 into Tn 
 n 1 , we have
M n
n
2 M n
2
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W (n  1) 3
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R 2  n 1
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The sum of all terms containing the first exponent of n can be ignored compared with the term
of n 2 as n   , so, we can practically have Sn  n 2 , and subsequently have
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then
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R ,n 

3Tn 

( Eq.7  1b  3)

4  3  B3
2

1

Some hydrogen fusion reaction can be triggered at temperature of 40  106 oK .


cal 
  2.5  6cal
By taking    2.35
and the Sun’s mass density  B  1.42 kg 3 , we
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k
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can have:
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Since data on  for hydrogen at 40 10 6 °k is unavailable, I use  at 100 C for hydrogen
at constant volume and multiply it by a factor of 2.5. [See Note 2 in Appendix 7-4 for the
explanation of using 2.5 as the factor].
o

Ru ,n  4.78 1018 m

Appendix 7-1c
Calculations of Accretion Time

The total mass of the n-th layer is:
M  43   ( Ru3,n  Ru3,(n1) )u

With Ru,n  n  R , Ru,(n1)  (n  1)  R , then

M  43   ( 3n 2  3n  1) R  u
The gravitational force acting on Mn is
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Fn   

M ( n1)  M n

( Eq. 7  1c  1)

Ru2,n

where M(n1) is the total mass contributed by all layers of order number (n-1) and lower
which have been assumed condensed at the ASP.
We can also have
Fn  Mn  a
where a is the acceleration of the mass from the n-th layer moving toward the M(n1)
Because

dv
dv dR
dv


 v
,
dt dR dt
dR
then, from Eq.7-1c-1, with some simple derivation, we can have
a

2

M n 1
C
R

 

2
where C is a constant to be determined.

When the mass from the n-th layer begins its journey towards the center of the dome,
M
R  R,n and   0 , then C    n 1 . This leads to
R ,n

2
2

 

1
1
Mn1
M
) .
  n1 or    2 M n1  ( 
R R,n
R
R,n

(Note: Ru in this equation is a variable, but Ru,n is a constant.)
We will take the negative value because as more time goes by, the velocity points towards
dR
dR
or d t 
decreasing R with higher magnitude. Since  
, and we are interested in the
dt

accretion time between R,n (the point where the wall of the hollow dome locates) and rB (the
point where the surface of the condensed ball locates), we then have



dR

rB

R , n

 dt .
0
t

1
1
 2 M n 1(

)
R R ,n

After term rearrangement,

t  

rB

R , n

R  ,n  R 
2 M n 1  R ,n  R
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 dR .

By making

R,n  j and

t

Ru  k , we can perform the above integration and get

 2 R  ,n
2 M n 1


 


R  R  ,n  R 
2



R  ,n
2

r

B
R 

arc sin
R  ,n 
 R , n

With rB  R,n , we get

 Ru,n
t
.
2 2  M n 1
3
2

Since R ,n  nR , M n1 



t

4
[(n  1) R]3   , and when n   , nR  (n  1)R
3


2



1

(Eq. 7-1c-2)
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Appendix 7-2a
Total momentum analysis

Referring to Fig. 13, with respect to the 3-D frame assigned to each virginal ball, we have
assumed that 6 equal torches would be produced out of the ball’s explosion and one of each of
such torches would move along +x, -x, +y, -y, +z, and –z respectively. Every 3-D frames of every
virginal ball would have its –z axis pointing through the ASP. Putting all the newly produced
torches together, before they have chances to collide and combine, we can so group their momenta:

Pr  ( 16 M 1 ) 1o  ( 16 M 2 ) 2 o  ( 16 M 3 ) 3o ... ( 16 M n ) no








Pt  ( 64 M 1 ) 1t  ( 64 M 2 ) 2t  ( 64 M 3 ) 3t ... ( 64 M n ) nt
Pi  ( 16 M 1 ) 1i  ( 16 M 2 ) 2i  ( 16 M 3 ) 3i ... ( 16 M n ) ni
where Pr is the radially moving momentum pointing away from the ASP, Pt is the tangential
momentum, and Pi is the radially moving momentum pointing toward the ASP.
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In the expression for Pt , all 1t ,  2t , ... ,  nt are speeds mathematically resolved on the
radial line through the ASP.
With so many objects of different momenta flying in space, collisions and, thus, momentum
combinations are unavoidable. After the objects combined, the ultimate momentum can still be
resolved in 3 directions, i.e., centrifugal, tangential and centripetal with respect to the primary
coordinate system whose origin is where the ASP is. We will use the same symbols to illustrate
the calculations, except adding a subscript f to show the final values (see Eq.7-2a-3 below, for
example).
Now, let us further develop each of the P's. We will start with Pr . Keeping in mind that the
" v1 " (Refer to Fig. 12 for its meaning) for each layer is the vo from the preceding layer. Combining
equation (Eq.5-III-7a), (Eq.5-III-7b), (Eq.5-III-7c), and (Eq.5-III-7d) in Chapter 5-III, A Picture
of Dynamic Development , we have

Pr  ( 16 M 1 ) 1o  ( 16 M 2 ) 2 o  ( 16 M 3 ) 3o ... ( 16 M n ) no

1st

layer 

 2nd

layer 

3rd

layer 

 ( 16 M 1 )  1
 ( 16 M 2 )  ( 17  1 

4
3

1

C )

 ( 16 M 3 )  ( 17 ( 17  1 
2

1
4
3

1

 C )

 ( 16 M 4 )  ( 17 ( 17 ( 17  1 
3

2

C )

4
3

1

 C )

4
3

1

1

2

 C )

4
3

2

4
3

 C )  4th layer 
3

...


 ( 16 M n )  (

( n 1)

1
7

...

(

( n2)

1
7

...( 17 ( 17 ( 17  1  2
3

2

C ) 

4
3

( n2)

1

 C )

4
3

 C )

4
3

1

 n  th

C )

4
3

2

( n 1)

4
3

C )
3

layer 

From the last term of the equation above, and since v1=vc by comparing between the terms for
the 1st and 2 nd layers, we can conclude that

1
 no  ( )( n 1) C 
7
When n is reasonably large, we have
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4
3



 1  ( 17 )( n 1)
1

1
7



C

 no 

7 4
 C  1.347 C
6 3

( Eq.7  2a  1)

Just before the torch from the (n-1)-th shell lands on the condensed ball of the n-th shell,

 CNM   no   4


7 4
4
C  C
6 3
3



1 4
C
6 3

Eq.7  2a  2

Note that when the explosion spread to the surface of the spherical volume up to the n-th layer,
all the centrifugal torches from the (n-1)-th shell and under always have chance to be hit and
pushed back towards the ASP by the newly produced centripetal torches from higher shells. The
final centrifugal momentum Prf , as far as the entire spherical volume is concerned, is the last term
in Pr , or 16 M n vno , and therefore
Prf  16 M n vno  16 M n  76

4
3

Eq.7  2a  3

vc

By the time Prf is resulted, it should have included all historical centrifugal momentum of
preceding layers transferred to the torches that are produced out of the n-th layer. Note, however,
what have been included in the calculation of Prf are yet only those torches produced strictly along
the radial line.
We now develop Pt . Each component in the Pt expression is a speed mathematically resolved
on a ray starting from the ASP. From the brief analysis in Fig. 14, it can be shown that such a
2
speed varies between vCNM , the minimum, and  t (  c2   CNM
) , the maximum. Magnitude of
the speed that is resolved on a radial line depends on what layer a torch encounter s with a
1
condensed ball. The smallest value of CNM
is 𝑣𝑐 , and the highest value of t is
7

1 (

1
6

)  C 1.02 C .

4 2
3

Note, up to this point, we have only considered the tangential torches given birth by the virginal
balls that have been hit by an older torch coming strictly along a radial line. Besides radially
moving torches, a virginal ball can be hit by an older but tangentially moving torch, too. Some of
those tangential movements may even possess extraordinary speed as well. However, statistically,
the chances for various virginal balls to be hit by a tangential torch from the left and from the right
are equal. The net result or such equal chances help to maintain the isotropic characters on the
overall moving state of all heavenly objects. By taking all of them into consideration, when the
new torches meet, their opposite directions on the tangential directions would nullify each other
but eventually result in a residual movement on the radial line.
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Since we cannot specifically determine where each tangential torch hits a virginal
condensed ball during its journey, let us assume that the magnitude of speed for Pt

 no

2 ,

and this value is between vCNM and vt . Therefore, the ultimate magnitudes of all the Pt that are
resolved on all radial lines stemmed from the ASP would be summed up as




Ptf  ( 64 M 1 ) no  ( 64 M 2 ) no  ( 64 M 3 ) no  ... ( 64 M n ) no
2
2
2
2
1
 ( 3 M n ) no
 13  M n  76

4
3

is

Eq.7  2a  4

C

Now, let’s explore Pi . When the explosion spread to the surface of the spherical volume,
all the torches, except those with tangential directions, from the (n-1)-th shell and under would
have a tendency being pushed back towards the ASP by the newly produced centripetal torches
from higher shells and indeed move together with them. Surely, their actual residual moving
speed may be positive or negative with respect to the ASP.
Therefore

Pif  ( 16 M 1 ) 1i  ( 16 M 1  16 M 2 ) 2i  ( 16 M 2  16 M 3 ) 3i ...
.... ( 16 M ( n 1)  16 M n ) ni
where

 1i   C
 2i   CNM 

1
3

 17 1O 
 17 C 

1
3
1
3

 3i  17 2O 

C

C
1
3

C

 17 ( 17 C 

 ni  17 ( n 1)O 


1
7

(
( n2)

1
7

1
3

(
( n 3)


'
  CNM


1
7

4
3
1
3

C

4
3

C ) 

1
3

C

C

... 17 ( 17 C 
1

C ) 
( n2)

C
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1
3

4
3

C

 C )...
1

4
3

C )

( n  3)

'
From the deducing of no , we know  CNM 

1
6

4
3

C

(see Eq.7-2a-2). Therefore, as n

approaches high value,  ni   23 13 C . Similar to Pr , we can take this ni as the upper limit
value for Pi and obtain its final value Pif , and have

Pif  ( 16 M 1 ) 1i  ( 16 M 1  16 M 2 ) 2i
 ( 16 M 2  16 M 3 ) 3i ... ( 16 M ( n 1)  16 M n ) ni
 [( 16 M 1  16 M 2 ... 16 M ( n 1) )
 ( 16 M 1  16 M 2 ... 16 M n )] ni
 13 M n ni
  92

1
3

Eq.7  2a  5

M n c

To sum up Prf , Ptf and Pif , we have

Ptotal  Prf  Ptf  Pif
 16  M n  ( 76

4
3

) C  13 M n  ( 76

 0.32M n C

4
3

) C  92

1
3

M n C

Eq. 7  2a  6

M
3n 2  3n  1
 lim
 0 , the first term in the Ptotal will become more and more
n  M
n 
n3
trivial as n becomes bigger and bigger. However, the second term must make Ptotal end up with a
positive value in spite of the negatively growing value enabled by Mn in the third term. This is
because those tangential torches are constantly in a process of recombination due to the inevitable
collision between them. In so combining, they would have formed more and more massive bodies
to escalate the out-going momentum.

Since lim
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Appendix 7-2(b)
Accumulation of Speed

If the mass of each newly produced torch is m1, according to the stipulation for Fig. 13, each
condensed ball would have mass of 6m1. The total mass of the spherical volume having radius of
n  R is Mn=6n3m1. The (n+1)-th layer then has a total mass of mn  63n 2  3n  1m1 .
From Eq. 7-2a-6 in Appendix 7-2a, we have Ptotal  0.32M nvc . This is the amount of extra outgoing momentum being offered by the total mass M n , and this extra momentum is about to be
transferred to the mass of a higher layer of (n+1). As far as torches are concerned, they generally
have a tendency to outnumber the condensed
balls as n, the order number of the layers,
increases; but in a long run, condensed balls have
unlimited numbers to receive the torches.
Therefore, we can assume that none of them
would miss each other in the universe. They will
eventually meet, but just when.
Now, we can apply the consideration of the
momentum transferring between individual
torch and virginal balls to a larger scale of
momentum transferring, i.e., between the entire
spherical volume of all n layers and the (n+1)-th
layer. In this new consideration, the virginal
materials of all n layers are assumed having been
converted to torches, but the materials of the
(n+1)-th layer still yet stay virginal. For this
purpose, we need to use Eq. 5-III-5 and Eq. 5III-6. To save the readers’ time and effort, these
two equations together with the picture (Fig. 13)
from which they are derived are repeated in the
following.
vi  vCNM  v3


m1
2 m2
v1 
vC
m1 + 6m 2
(m1 + m 2 )(m1 + 2m 2 )

( Eq. 5  III  5)

vo  vCNM  v4


m1
2m1 + 2m 2
v1 
vC
m1 + 6m 2
m1 + 2m 2

( Eq. 5  III  6)
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In comparing with these two equations and keeping in mind that only 2/3 of the total mass M n
conveying the out-going momentum, we can equivalently have 23 M n  m1 and 16 M n1  m2 for
the above equations and thus have the following equations to describe the momentum transferring
in larger scale that is to happen to the condense balls on the (n+1)-th layer:

v( n1),i ,l 

2
3

2
3

Mn
v1
M n  6 16 M n1 


v( n1),o ,l 

2  16 M n1 

[ 23 M n   16 M n1 ][( 23 M n )  2 16 M n1 ]

vc

Mn
2( 23 M n )  2 16 M n1 
v

vc
1
2
1
2
1
3 M n  6 6 M n 1 
3 M n  2 6 M n 1 
2
3

where subscript l signifies large scale magnitude.
Since M n  6n 3 m1 , and M n1  6(3n 2  3n  1)m1 , we can have
𝑣(𝑛+1),𝑖,𝑙 =

1
√2𝛼
𝑣1 −
∙ 𝑣𝑐
1 + 1.5𝛼
√(4 + 𝛼 )(4 + 2𝛼 )

(𝐸𝑞. 7 − 2𝑏 − 1)

𝑣(𝑛+1),𝑜,𝑙 =

1
4+𝛼
𝑣1 + √
∙𝑣
1 + 1.5𝛼
2+𝛼 𝑐

(𝐸𝑞. 7 − 2𝑏 − 2)

where  

3n 2  3n  1
.
n3

In the equations v (n+1),i.l and v (n+1),o,l , we have v1  vnol , which is the out-going speed of the
previous layer in large scale calculation. With respect to the (n+1)-th layer, this is the out-going
speed of the materials from the n-th layer but seen by the virginal material in the (n+1)-th layer.
The first term in both the v( n1),i ,l and v( n1),o,l is the value of vCNM , n1 ,l , i.e., the speed of the mass
center of the materials including the materials of the (n+1)-th layer, and therefore,
1
vCNM , n 1,l 
vn, o,l .
1  1.5
To simplify the description a little bit, as n or n+1 are fictitious numbers, we will mention v n ,i ,l
and vn,o,l instead of v( n1),i ,l and v( n1),i ,l in later illustrations, and thus correspondingly, the
quantities from the n-th layer in the previous mentioning will be equivalently regarded as having
been from the (n-1)-th layer.
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Starting with n=1 for the calculation of large scale, using v1  1.34715vc from Eq.7-2a-1, this
article has included at its very end a data sheet of calculations generated by computer about vni ,

vno , vnil and vnol according to mathematical derivation based on the onion model. Two charts
plotted about vnol vs n corresponding to these dada is also included. While n is a fictitious number
representing layers to help mathematical derivation, it certainly bears the significance of distance.
The computer simulated data and the charts together present a nearly perfect linearity between
speed of heavenly objects and their distance in relation to some unique point in space. So the long
sought Hubble’s Law interpreted from the Hubble phenomenon should be highly theoretically real,
but only in the sense of qualitative presentation.
When reading the charts, we notice that some intervals covering about every n=8 appear to be
some special numbers where certain speed limit
would appear, but the speed limit is repeatedly
broken beyond such intervals. This is because
during each interval corresponding to eight layers,
newly produced torches form another array of
material recombination.

Appendix 7-3a
Radiating Energy from One Mean Shell

Refer to Fig. 15, which is also duplicated here, the radiating energy from any point of the

spherical surface but received by the observer standing at Y is 2R , where  R is the radiation
r

intensity per unit area on the mean shell of radius A, and r is the distance between this observer
and any point of the spherical surface. If he collects radiating energy from all points that have the
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same distance r from location Y, the total radiating energy from all these points, which have formed
a differential element strip (the grayish belt in the diagram), would be

dE 

R

dS

r2

R

(2 X  dl )
r2
2 R

( X  dl )
r2


where

X  A sin   r sin 
dl  A  d  rd
By taking integral of dE between 0°<<180°, or 0°< Φ<180°, we have

Etotal   dE
180 o

 o
0

180 o

 o
0

2 R
 A sin    Ad 
r2
2 R
r sin    (r  d)
r2

180 o

 o
0

 4 R

2 R sin d

Eq.7  3a  1

Eq. 7-3a-1 has the same result for the observer as if he had collected radiating energy at the
center of the mean-shell. However, standing at location that is not the center, his observation loses
the isotropic character.
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Appendix 7-3b
Sum of the radiating energy

Let us take a look at the following series:


 R
 2R
 3R
 kR
C
C
C
 Z e
e
e
... e C ...
k 1
 e  F  e  2 F  e  3F ... e  kF ...
1
1
1
1


...
...
(e F )1 (e F ) 2 (e F ) 3
(e F ) k
1

( whereF  R )
F
C
e 1


Since

(1) F  0,



F
consequently e  1 , and (2) e F is finite, therefore,  Z must

be positively finite. This finite value can be very large if R  0 . However,


k 1

R is not a variable

during the summation but a finite value,  Z will approach a finite value as the variable k
k 1

increases.
By comparing   ( Eq.5-I from the text of Chapter 5) and  Z term by term, it is easy to
see  Z    . Besides, the k value in   is limited to a certain point by the depth D shown
in Fig. 16, but the k value in  Z is unlimited. If  Z is bounded,   must inevitably be
bounded. In other words, upon all energy from all layers higher than n arriving at the n-th shell,
there exists a maximum value of total energy at the n-th shell to be observed. This in turn tells us
that there is a maximum value to be observed from any direction.
If we enlarge the observation window to include energy radiated from every direction, we
merely multiply that energy from a window with a finite constant.
Therefore, ever since the explosion to have the first star debut in the universe, cosmic
background noise must forever exist, but can never go over a certain value, and so is the overall
luminosity of the sky.
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Appendix 7-4
Notes
1. Calculation is done with the speculated critical mass density of the universe rendered in the
book The New Physics, edited by Paul Davis, published by Cambridge University Press. On
page 55, right column, the speculated critical mass density of the universe is shown to range
from 2 ½ to 10 hydrogen atoms per cubic meter. It is the lower figure that is used for the
calculation of escape velocity in our discussion.
2. At 40  10 K , hydrogen does NOT exist like an ordinary chemical element. Its protons and
electrons cannot stay together, but co-exist as plasma. Adopting the Law of P.L. Dulong and
A.T. Petit, which states that specific heat per gram atom (having similar weight as proton) is
nearly the same----about six calories, it should be reasonable to utilize this figure in our
calculation. This law is only applicable to many solid elements, but the essential part of this
law is "per gram atom". At a temperature of millions of degrees, there should be no difference
if it is for 'per gram atom' or for 'per gram proton'. Besides, a precise value for  is not critical
in our demonstration. What is important is the principle that we demonstrate in pursuing the
radius of a hollow dome: When some explosive mass of a hollow dome that is large enough
gravitationally accrete to a single point, this mass will potentially trigger an extremely violent
reaction.
6 o

Glossary

ASP: The acronym of Assumed Single Point. This is a hypothetical point where the very first
explosion was assumed to have taken place.
Centrifugal direction: A direction pointing away from the ASP.
Centripetal direction: A direction pointing towards the ASP.
Condensed ball: A body contains virginal materials that has gravitationally accreted, and is ready
for explosion when certain conditions meet.
Mean-shell: A shell that has concentrated all the materials of any particular layer in the onion
model. Each of the mean-shell geometrically divides each of such layers such that the portion of
a layer outside of the mean-shell has the same equal volume as that of the portion of the same layer
inside the mean-shell.
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Onion model: Assuming that the virginal materials in the universe are homogeneously distributed
all over, we can imagine the universe to have been consisted of numerous concentric spherical
layers of the same materials. All layers are of the same thickness and of the same mass density,
wrapping around one geometrical point one layer after another in a pattern similar to an onion. No
actual physical existence of boundary can be found between the layers. The devise of such
boundary is only for the purpose of calculation.
Primary coordinate frame: An imaginary 3-D coordinate system with its origin O to be the same
as the ASP. There is no preference for its initial orientation, but, once assigned, this orientation
should stay the same for future reference.
Radial line: A ray that has the ASP as its starting point.
Tangential direction: A direction that is perpendicular to a radial line.
Virginal material: Material that has never undergone any explosion and thus its internal energy
of high explosive power has never been tapped into.
Virginal object: An object that contains only the virginal material.

Computer Data and Charts

The following data sheet displays the computer simulation that is performed according to
Eq. 7-2b-1 and Eq. 7-2b-2, where (n+1) is replaced with n, and v1 =vnol is replaced with v1=v (n-1)ol.
Our interest is to compare the advancement of vnol as n increases. Following the data sheets are
two diagrams that are charted with data from vnol vs n. Please notice that v1 in the second column
is for individual collision between torches and virginal bodies, while v1 =vnol is for large scale
collision for an entire spherical volume hitting the next layer and is not listed in a separate column.
The v1 in the second column always approaches its limit value 1.3472 after n advances by about 8
even if various values such as 10, 20, or 30 are assigned for v1 to start with.
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Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 show two computer charts plotted according to the data in Fig. 20. While
“n” stands for the order number of layers in the onion model, it should equivalently suggest
distance in space, or generation in time; v (nol) is the data from the last column in Fig. 20,
representing the receding speed for the overall celestial objects in general.
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Fig. 23 below shows the initial few cells of equation set up when using Excel to generate the
data sheet for the charting of vno,l, vs n, which represents distance, or layer, or generations.
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Important Equations
vi  vCNM  v3


m1
2 m2
v1 
vc
m1  2m2
(m1  m2 )(m1  2m2 )

( Eq. 5  III  1)

………………………..Page 31

and
vo  vCNM  v4


m1
2m1  2m2
v1 
vc
m1  2m2
m1  2m2

( Eq. 5  III  2)

In Eq5-III-5,-6, v3 and v4 are measured with respect to the mass center that represents the
mass of one oncoming torch and two to-be-produced torches.

vi  vCNM  v3
m1
2 m2
v1 
vC
m1 + 6m 2
(m1 + m 2 )(m1 + 2m 2 )



( Eq. 5  III  5)

………………...Page 33

vo  vCNM  v4
m1
2m1 + 2m 2
v1 
vC
m1 + 6m 2
m1 + 2m 2



( Eq. 5  III  6)

………………...Page 33

Eq. 5  III  10, Same as Eq. 7  2a  6 

Ptotal  0.32M nvc

…………...Page 35, 54

Eq. 5-H is about the total momentum with which the visible part of the universe is invading
the invisible part.

En  

R

0

16 2
3

5
3

1
3

    B R4 dR
5
3

1
3

      B R
16
15

2

Eq. 7  1a  5 

………………………………Page 45

5

In (Eq. 7-1a-5), En is the total potential energy released by the mass of a sphere of radius Ru if

the entire mass is to accrete at the center of the sphere.
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1

Eq. 7  1c  2  …………………………………Page 50

4
2
   
3

Eq. 7-1c-2 is to pursue the time lapse for gravitational accretion before the first ever
explosion happened in the universe.

 no 

7
6

4
 C  1.347 C
3

( Eq.7  2a  1)

……………………..Page 51

Vno in Eq. 7-2a-1 represents a speed limit of some newly born torch tends to have if its birth
is a consequence of several generations of virginal bodies in a series, and each of these virginal
bodies has received the same manner of momentum transferring from a torch that never
combined with other torches.
𝑣(𝑛+1),

𝑖, 𝑙

=

𝑣(𝑛+1),

𝑜, 𝑙

=

1
1 + 1.5𝛼

𝑣𝑖 −

1
1 + 1.5𝛼

√2𝛼
√(4 + 𝛼)(4 + 2𝛼)

𝑣𝑖 + √

4+𝛼
2+𝛼

∙ 𝑣𝑐

∙ 𝑣𝑐

(𝐸𝑞. 7 − 2𝑏 − 1)

(𝐸𝑞. 7 − 2𝑏 − 2)

….Page 56
Eq.7-2b-1 and Eq.7-2b-2 provide the foundation for the computer simulations, which lead to
the qualitative display of a result matching the Hubble phenomenon: Receding speed of celestial
objects demonstrate a linear relationship corresponding to their distance from us.

Etotal   dE
180 o

o
0

180 o

o
0

2 A
 A sin   Ad 
r2
2 A
r sin   (r  d)
r2

180 o

o
0

 4 A

……………Page 58

2 A sin d

Eq. 7  3a  1

Eq.7-3a-1 shows that no matter where an observer is standing inside a mean-shell, the total
radiating energy he receives from one mean-shell is always a constant, which is 4πρA , where ρ A
is the area density of the radiating energy from that mean-shell.
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establishing the equations in this article, they are all fundamental to the science workers; this author
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Hubble’s Law and an eternal and unlimited universe with hydrogen
clouds everywhere are forever suggesting and witnessing each other!
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